| INTRODUCTION
The Rh blood group system is one of the most important and complex among the 36 known blood group systems. The RhD antigen is highly immunogenic and has been implicated in transfusion reactions and hemolytic disease of the fetus and newborn. 1 The Rh 
| MATERIALS AND METHODS
EDTA-anticoagulated peripheral whole blood was collected from eluate was prepared using the ether elution technique. 13 The eluates and last-wash of supernatant (which was used as a negative control)
were tested by the tube technique. Rh phenotyping was performed in all samples using monoclonal anti-D, C, c, E, and anti-e reagents (Diagast, Loos, France) by tube technique following manufacturer's instructions.
| Molecular analysis
DNA was extracted from 900 RhD negative samples by phenolchloroform method. These DNA were screened for two common DEL alleles RHD(K409K) and RHD(M295I) by polymerase chain reaction using sequence specific primers (PCR-SSP). PCR primers and conditions used were as described previously. 10, 13 To confirm the PCR-SSP results, sequencing for RHD exons 6 and 9 was performed as described by Fichou et al.
18

| RESULTS
Rh phenotyping showed 153 Rh negative individuals with r'r (Cde/ cde) phenotype and ten with r''r (cdE/cde) phenotype and the remaining were rr (cde/cde). On testing by adsorption elution all samples were found to be negative for DEL phenotype. None of the samples were positive for the two DEL alleles, RHD(K409K) and RHD(M295I).
PCR-SSP and sequencing results were concordant.
| DISCUSSION
The RH gene is highly polymorphic and shows variation with different Europeans. 19 Around 5% Indians are RhD negative. 20 Incidence of partial D has been found to be 0.15% whereas incidence of weak D has been reported as 0.3%-1%. 21, 22 Molecular analysis of DEL phenotype has not been studied in the Indian population. A small study on 200
RhD negative samples from North India has reported incidence of DEL positive donors as 1.5% by adsorption elution method. 17 The mutations resulting in the said DEL phenotype were not elucidated. No DEL variants by adsorption elution have been detected in our study population which included RhD negative individuals from western region of India. This difference probably reflects the ethnic variation in Indian population.
As serologically DEL positive individuals were not identified, DNA based assays were used to detect two common DEL alleles
RHD(K409K) and RHD(M295I).
The purpose of the screening was to determine whether any of these variants were missed by serology as there are some reports of DEL positive alleles which were only detected by PCR assays but not by adsorption elution method. 23 
PCR-SSP also
showed the absence of the RHD(K409K) allele and the RHD(M295I) allele in our study population. Other DEL variants in study samples cannot be ruled out since molecular analysis was not done for the same. Thus, this study concludes the absence of two common of DEL variants in the RhD negative individuals from western India.
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